Digital technologies are paving the way for more convenient and efficient transactions. Paper documents and wet-ink signatures are being replaced by their electronic equivalents, and “in-person” appearances can now be facilitated by secure and remote audio-visual solutions. More than half of the states in the U.S. have adopted permanent remote online notarization (“RON”) laws, and most of the remaining states have approved RON by executive or emergency order. In this article, we summarize the U.S. legal framework for RON, explore why notarial acts conducted in compliance with a state RON law likely will be recognized in any other state (even those that do not have RON laws), and discuss some steps to take when relying on RON.

Most of us are all too familiar with the challenges of finding and meeting with a notary when needed to witness the signing of official documents associated with real estate, family law, corporate, or similar matters. If you do not have a notary in house, the need to physically appear before a notary can frustrate the prompt finalization of important matters as parties and the notary attempt to schedule in-person meetings.

But like many other activities, digital technologies are paving the way for more convenient and efficient transactions. Paper documents and wet-ink signatures are being replaced by their electronic equivalents, and “in-person” appearances can now be facilitated by secure and remote audio-visual solutions. As a result, more than half of the states in the U.S. have adopted permanent remote online notarization (“RON”) laws, and most of the remaining states have approved RON by executive or emergency order.

In this article, we summarize the U.S. legal framework for RON, explore why notarial acts conducted in compliance with a state RON law likely will be recognized in any other state (even those that do not have RON laws), and discuss some steps to take when relying on RON.

**RON transactions across state lines**

Many of the core elements of the notarial process have remained consistent for centuries. These elements include (i) verifying the identity of an individual appearing before a notary, (ii) witnessing the document being signed, and (iii) confirming that the execution was an informed and willing act.

At a high level, RON builds upon the traditional notarial process with industry-standard audio-visual technology and e-signature related technologies—such as identity verification, fraud-evident encryption, and digital audit trails. Together, these technologies enable a notary public to remotely perform an efficient and secure electronic notarization.

In states that authorize RON, most—but not all—agreements that can be notarized in person can also be notarized remotely. For example, some states that allow RON do not allow remote notarization of certain estate documents, such as wills. Specific RON requirements vary, but, where RON is authorized, a registered notary public relies on conventional audio-visual communication tools, and digital identity verification technologies to identify signers, acknowledge the signing of a document, and make an audio-visual recording of the execution by those individuals appearing before the notary.
Some states may require the notary public to be physically located in the state where the document is being executed. Other states provide that the notary need not be in the state of execution of the applicable parties. Regardless of the state nuances, however, and as we have seen with traditional notarizations, there are strong arguments to support the claim that a RON transaction executed in accordance with state law should be recognized anywhere in the United States.

**RON recognition across state lines**

There is well founded law and precedent recognizing the validity of notarizations validly performed in another state. So, there are strong reasons to believe that RON acts performed in compliance with the requirements of the notary's state will be afforded interstate recognition.

**Statutory support for interstate recognition**

Interstate recognition laws range from full recognition of all out-of-state notarial acts to more limited recognition of out-of-state notarial acts in specific circumstances, such as recording deeds regarding real property.

The first *Uniform Acknowledgments Act* (“UAA”) was promulgated in 1894 and contained interstate recognition provisions. Since that time, several Uniform and Model Acts have been proposed and adopted, providing for interstate recognition of acknowledgments and other common notarial acts:

- (1939) Replacement Uniform Acknowledgments Act (“RUAA”) rendered the notarial seal self-authenticating.

More recently, the National Notary Association's *Model Electronic Notarization Act of 2017* (“MENA”) includes provisions for the uniform interstate recognition of notarial acts:

With respect to the official electronic notarial acts of notaries and notarial officers of other U.S. states, Subparagraph (a)(1) states the general rule that an out-of-state electronic act is to be recognized provided it was performed by a notary or notarial officer of that jurisdiction in compliance with the law of that jurisdiction. This policy is consistent with existing laws on the recognition of acknowledgments and other notarial acts in jurisdictions of the United States.

One or more of these Uniform or Model Acts have been adopted in 36 states. The remaining states have adopted non-uniform provisions, recognizing all acknowledgments of notaries made under the laws of other states and providing varying levels of recognition for other notarial acts.
**Interstate recognition statutes are procedurally neutral**

A key characteristic shared by interstate recognition provisions is that they are procedurally-neutral, meaning that the receiving state does not condition or qualify acceptance of a notarial act conducted in another state based upon the procedures used to perform it. One reason for this procedural neutrality is that, given the differences in notary requirements across states, a notary in one state likely will not be familiar with the notarial requirements in other jurisdictions.

For example, some states require “biometric” identifiers such as fingerprints to confirm identity, while other states may simply require the presentation of government-issued identification documents or the statement of a credible witness known to the notary. It would be unreasonable to expect a notary in one state to be able to perform a notarial act in accordance with the laws of another state. This is particularly relevant because a notary does not “seek out” individuals to perform notarial acts for them. To the contrary, individuals seek out notaries, thereby invoking the notary’s power and jurisdiction.

Procedural neutrality also is necessary because a notary’s authority and power emanate solely from the laws of the state in which they are a licensed notary public. As a public official, a notary must comply with, and is regulated by, the laws of the state in which they are licensed—and its corresponding commissioning authority. Failing to do so can result in sanctions, discipline, or liability. A notary cannot “pick and choose” the laws governing the notarial act.

Interstate recognition is therefore more than simply a matter of convenience or even “comity” between states. It derives from the fundamental nature of the notary as a commissioned public official. As a public official, the “choice of law” governing a notary’s acts are by necessity the laws of the state whose commission the notary holds. This principle has been affirmed by courts repeatedly across the last century and is the foundational principle on which the regime of interstate recognition laws is based.

**Judicial support for interstate recognition**

As noted above, state notarization laws vary. But these variations have not historically been considered a valid basis for state courts to declare a notarization defective, as long as it was properly completed under the laws of another state. Courts routinely recognize notarizations as valid when they were properly performed under the laws of the notary’s commissioning state.

In perhaps the most striking illustration of this principle, the North Carolina Supreme Court in 1912 was faced with a challenge to the validity of a Texas notarial act because the notary was a woman, which was not allowed at the time in North Carolina. In Nicholson et al. v. Eureka Lumber Co., the court rejected the challenge, observing that the notary “having been intrusted [sic] by the state of Texas with a notarial seal and having acted and professed to act in that state as a notary public, it will be assumed that she was rightfully appointed to that office, and that she acted rightfully in taking this probate, until the contrary is made to appear.”

Courts addressing the validity of out-of-state notarizations have generally recognized the following principles:

- A notary is a public official of his or her own commissioning state, and must comply with his or her own state’s law in performing a notarial act.
- A notary has no power to perform a notarial act under the laws of another state.
- The validity of a notarial act is determined by the law of the state in which the notary is commissioned.
- The fact that the notarial laws of a notary’s commissioning state are different from those of the receiving state—even if those distinctions are fundamental policy differences—does not make the notarization invalid or defective, so long as the notary complied with the law of his or her own commissioning state.

Thus, if a RON is conducted in accordance with the law of a notary’s commissioning state, it likely will not be deemed invalid merely because the procedures in the notary’s state differ from those in another state.
Constitutional support for interstate recognition

In addition to the statutory and judicial support for out-of-state notarizations, Article IV, Sec. 1 of the U.S. Constitution (the “Full Faith and Credit Clause”) provides strong support for interstate recognition:

Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the Manner in which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall be proved, and the Effect thereof.

Notaries are public officials whose authority and power emanates solely from the state in which he or she is commissioned. As a public official completing ministerial acts, a notary’s acts fall within the Full Faith and Credit clause. In fact, early usage of the phrase “full faith and credit” predates the Constitution, and a notary’s certificate of a document’s authenticity was said to deserve “full faith and credit” by virtue of the notary’s official position in 1750. As far back as 1889, U.S. state courts have recognized that acts of a notary are entitled to full faith and credit. And some commentators have argued that the Full Faith and Credit clause requires mandatory, non-discretionary recognition by each state of other states’ notarial acts.

Public Policy Exception to Full Faith and Credit

Some, however, might be concerned that the Public Policy Exception to the Full Faith and Credit Clause might be used to undercut interstate recognition of RON. The U.S. Supreme Court has held that the Full Faith and Credit Clause does not require a state “to substitute the statutes of other states for its own statutes dealing with a subject matter concerning which it is competent to legislate.” This could be interpreted as supporting the claim that a state need not recognize a notarial act performed in another state if the act does not align with the receiving state’s law in matters of public policy (e.g., whether notarial acts should require physical appearances).

However, the Public Policy Exception does not authorize a court to reject or nullify another state’s statute or any element of that statute simply because it offends a general perceived “public policy.” Rather, the exception authorizes state courts to apply local state laws to a controversy instead of a foreign state’s laws, when the laws address the same subject matter and are in conflict. This should not apply in the context of notarial acts.

As stated above, the procedures required for notarial acts differ from state to state. Those differences may include the number of witnesses required, acceptable forms of identification, or the information contained in a notary seal. However, the mere fact that the legal requirements for a notarial act in Maryland differ from those for notarial acts in California does not establish that Maryland notarial requirements conflict with California requirements. Maryland notarial requirements apply to the acts of a Maryland notary. California requirements apply to California notaries.

Notaries are only subject to the requirements of the states of their commissions. There is no basis to invoke the Public Policy Exception since there is no conflict to resolve—therefore, notarial acts properly performed under one state’s law should be recognized as valid and enforceable by other states.
Conclusion

In light of the statutory frameworks for notarization and judicial precedent, courts assessing the validity of notarizations are not likely to deem a notarial act invalid simply because it was performed in compliance with the laws of a state that differ from the laws in the state where the notarial act is being assessed. This holds true for RON as well as traditional notary processes, even in states that do not authorize RON by law. In other words, if a RON is conducted in compliance with the notary’s state law, it appears likely that the RON will be recognized in any state, even if the receiving state has not adopted a RON law.

That said, the majority of states have now formally recognized RON by law, and it seems likely that more states will follow. Moreover, there appears to be a good chance that the federal government will take steps to create a national framework for RON, providing clear support for interstate recognition of RON.

At present, notarization procedures vary from state to state. As a result, parties seeking to utilize RON should assess applicable laws and confirm that the tools notaries use meet relevant state requirements. The parties to a notarization may also want to confirm that, if challenged, they will be able to produce audit trails or testimony to evidence the authenticity of the electronic records, and that the notarization was done in compliance with applicable law.

In sum, the current state of interstate RON recognition appears to be favorable, and RON transactions validly performed under the laws in one state likely will be recognized in other states without incident.

This article was originally published by Hogan Lovells.
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